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Executive Summary 

At this point, confidence in the smaller degree direction as well as the larger degree direction, is unfortunatey 

ambigious. As such, let’s recap what has happened over the past weeks to get a better understanding of where we 
are and if we were successful in forecasting the market’s moves, allowing us to learn from any possible mistakes.  

Over the past weeks we anticipated, using common Fib-extensions and possible confluence of different wave 
degrees, a bottom in the SPX2010-2020. The market then hit the unorthordox SPX2026 level. It was unorthodox 

because, none of those aformentioned Fib-extensions were reached; though the market dropped to the 100% 
extension of the SPX1810->1947 advance, measured from the following SPX1891 low; 1891+(1947-1810)=2027, 

which equals a 38.2% retrace of the prior 1891->2111 advance. In last week’s weekly digest it was –because of the 
unorthodox low- still unclear if all of the c-wave had completed, or if it was subdividing. We then set the following 

parameters to be able to confirm the end of the c-wave:  

1) first a trade above the upper trendline of the descending trend channel price had been in since the SPX2111 
high;  

2) then a move >45p –thus >SPX2071- as the prior biggest retrace was 45p. 
3) we expect the up wave to stall  in the SPX2075-2090 S/R zone 

This week the market met these 2 parameters confirming the end of recent decline at SPX2026, but advanced a bit 
above our S/R zone. We then continued to monitor the price action for either a 3-wave or 5-wave pattern up using 

wave-action and the 1.000, 1.382, and 1.618x Fib-extensions; SPX 2079, 2092, 2100, respectively.  

Hence, although the recent decline fell  6p short of the anticipated SPX2010-2020 target zone; we we’re pretty 

accurate. We’ve then been able to successfully monitoring the current advance, also here being a bit conservative, 
which in fact is better than being aggressive as it ensures timely profit taking (or as Buffet once said: “I am rich 

because I take profits too early”): our methods work and we will  continue to apply them. 

Currently price has only done 3 waves up, both by OEW and EWT rules, and is only mere cents away from the 

SPX2100 target. Hence, regardless of the 3 vs 5 waves up count and baring any “impossible to foresee” Fib-
extensions beyond 1.618x, we can expect either 

 a pullback at the least; either as a 4th wave down to the SPX2072-2087 range followed by a 5th wave up 
to SPX2114-2112;  

 or the start of a much larger decline over the next weeks.  

We’ll know the answer soon enough. From current levels, a drop below SPX2070 will be the first sign of the much 

larger decline. 

Count-wise there are several options on the table regarding what the SPX2111 high really was: Wave 1, b, i ii  or a? 

After careful reexamination of the charts we find: 

 price hit the 1.618x extension of the SPX1810->1947 advance, measured from the SPX1891 low; 
1891+1.618x (1947-1810)=2112, which is much more common for a 3rd or c-wave and not for a 5th wave as 

the latter almost always hit the 1.764 to 2.000x extensions (2132-2164), 

 On the DOW we cannot count 5 none-overlapping waves up off the February low to the April  high.  

Thus, we are favoring the OEW “major b-wave” or “intermediate a-wave” and EWT “intermediate i i i-wave count.” 

at the SPX2111 high. The upcomming market action will then give us more clues on which of these 3 it will eventually 
be. Short term we find that the CPCE ended on Friday at an extreme low 0.51 reading. History tells us a top is 

imminent; in l ine with the short term count. In addition VIX is also in “top zone” levels, as is the RSI2. Daily and 
weekly charts however show price has strength, but short term we may need to see some of the extreme bullishness 

and complacency taken care off. 
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Elliot wave update 

This week we’ve been monitoring the advance off SPX2026 (see Figure 1). Using the common 1.000x, 1.382x and 

1.618x Fib-extensions we anticipated SPX 2079, 2092, 2100, respectively (See Table 1A). Currently price has only 
done 3 waves up, both by OEW and EWT rules, and is only mere cents away from the 1.618x extension target and 

baring any unforeseeable extensions we expect the green c/3 wave to top right around here, inline with the negative 
divergence on the RSI5. The market can then decide to put in a 4 th wave by retracing between 23.6-38.2% of the 

prior 3rd wave, and then add a 5th wave up to SPX2112; possible much higher (SPX 2134-2160; see Table 1B), or 
decline for a much larger c-wave down.  

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: green 3/c completed? Possible wave 4? targets 2087-2080 using 23.6-38.2% retraces 

 

 

Table 1. Wave tracker tables. A) Ideal Fib-extension target for green 3/c, 4?, 5. B) tracking an impulse up off SPX1810. 
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If we zoom out a bit an re-assess the charts we continue to see the S&P500 hit the 1.618x extension at SPX2111 (see 
Table 1B and figure 2). As annotated, this is the typical extension for a 3 rd or c-wave; not for a 5th wave. The latter 

most often extend to the 1.764-2.000x extensions (SPX2132-2164); baring any 5th wave failure.  

We then observe that the market retraced almost exactly 38.2% of the prior 3 rd/c-wave advance, which is typical for 

a 4th wave. Hence, per an EWT wave count and Fib-extensions we may have a 3rd at SPX2111 (red iii), a 4th at SPX2026 
(red iv) and now a 5th wave underway.  

Per an OEW wave count and Fib-extensions we can only count 3 waves up to SPX2111 making that either all of 
(yellow) major b, or all of (red) intermediate a of major b, the SPX2026 low was then (red) intermediate b, and 

intermediate c is underway.  

Figure 2. SPX 60min chart: 3 different and most likely counts shown. Possible green 4 could drop as low as SPX2072 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

The possible wave 4 (white box with 

green “4?”) target zone @ SPX2080-

2072 shows good overlap with the 

38.2% retrace shown in Figure 1 and 

Table 1 at SPX2079. Hence, we can 

expect good support around that 

level. 
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Market update. 

The daily TI chart shows how price has broken above the upper black trend line and blue trend line that connects 

with the ATH, and many other highs. Another fake out or finally the real thing? Price is riding the upper Bollinger 
Bands showing strength and all TIs are pointing up; wanting to see higher prices. If we compare the current price 

action with that over the past year we had 2 ABCDE triangles in summer and fall of 2015. It appears another possible 
ABCDE triangle is forming. Resistance remains at the SPX2100 (horizontal yellow line). Not shown here, but the RSI2 

is now 96, even higher than Thursday when we showed it in the daily update, and which over the past year always 
has led to at least a pullback, if not more.  

Bradley turn dates are slated for June 1 and 4, which could well coincide with an anticipated turn as we takes these 
dates +/-3 trading days. (See end of this update for all  Bradley turn dates) 

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. TIs point back up. Price above all SMAs riding expanding Bollinger Bands! Possible ABCDE 
triangle forming? 
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The weekly l ine chart (closing prices only) has turned around with all TIs pointing back up and a non-ideal A.I. buy 
signal. Price is also here right at the upper end of our purple long term “chop zone”, i .e. price has been mostly in this 

SPX2000-2100 zone for the past 18 months. The weekly MACD keeps pointing up. Hence, besides the chop zone, the 
weekly charts want to see higher prices. But remember, TIs are reactionary, and will change when price change, they 

are not always anticipatory. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI line chart. TIs point up, non-ideal A.I. buy 
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While TECH has declined the most over the past 4-5 weeks, it now has advanced the most as well. A non-ideal A.I. 
buy signal occurred the past week. Price broke above the upper blue and purple trend lines, as well as the important 

$4900 level, red dotted horizontal l ine, and thus appears to target the upper black trend lines. We say “appears” as 
it could be a fake break out, especially since the small and large wave-counts remain ambiguous. Please also note 

price is sti l l  in the black down trend channel(s) and hasn’t made any advance since February 2015.  

Figure 5. COMPQ weekly charts: Break out, A.I. buy signal, 20w SMA pointing back, resistance at upper black trendline 
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Market breadth. 

The SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) remains positive, but is still not yet at sustainable rally levels (>60), 

and closed yet again outside the upper BB. The SPXSI came off of oversold levels, as we “warned” last week and is 
trying to make a buy signal (cross with its 13 EMA). We could see some analogies with the July and December 2015; 

which would fall in l ine with the aforementioned ABCDE count on the daily chart. Otherwise, breadth is moderately 
positive and as thus bulls remain in control for now. 

Figure 6. SPXMO remains positive, SPXSI coming off of oversold and trying for a buy signal. 
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Miscellaneous 

CPCE (equities only put/call ratio) dropped on Friday even further to 0.51; its lowest reading since August 2015. Over 

the past 18 months, readings below 0.55 lead in 10 cases to deep retraces either directly or shortly after (red dotted 
l ines), in 3 cases warned of “top imminent” (orange dotted lines) and in 3 cases meant nothing as the market 

continued its (choppy) advance (yellow dotted lines). As such, odds favor 13:3 a top is in or very close; leading to a 
rather significant retrace.  

VIX is telling the same story by trading well in our “top” zone ($13-$14); and becoming oversold, but we don’t have 
a daily reversal candle yet.  

Figure 7. CPCE ratio at “top imminent” levels, VIX very low but no reversal yet. 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 21, 2017 (100/100 Power) 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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For more information, contact intelligent investing at intelligent_investing@yahoo.com. We reserve the right to refuse 

service to anyone for any reason.  


